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ABSTRACT

Online Chat programs have been proven to be a convenient and efficient tool for
synchronous, non-collated communication between both friends and strangers. The ease
with which chat discussions allow ideas to be presented unhindered makes it a potentially
powerful distance collaborative tool. At the same time, the free flowing communication
generates a large volume of noise that makes it difficult to use standard chat logs to
quickly understand the concepts generated from a given chat session or over a period of
chat sessions. This thesis looks at a program designed to archive chat sessions using
concept maps. The maps can either be for stand alone chat sessions or be used to show
the progression of ideas over a period of chat discussions. The program is designed to
allow groups to arrive at effective decisions based upon their chat discussions.

Thesis Supervisor: David Cavallo
Title: Assistant Professor of Media Arts and Sciences, MIT Media Laboratory
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Chapter 1.

Introduction

In an increasingly global village, people from around the world are finding it very easy to
use the Internet to communicate with each other. Chat programs and their derivatives
such as Instant Messenger (IM) are a popular electronic medium for carrying out such
discussions. According to a research by the virtual community moderator for TechSoup,'
for the period 2000-2001, 97% of online consumers sent emails, 51% used instant
messaging and 27% used chat rooms. Over 160 billion emails are sent every year in the
United States and more than 850 million "instant messages" are sent every day.

The ability of these chat and instant messaging programs to enable free flowing
conversations, and to be used in both synchronous and asynchronous manners give them
the potential to be effective tools for distant, collaborative, decision-making. One reason
why these programs have not been embraced as decision-making tools is the fact that
since conversations occur so easily in these mediums, it is easy for topics to be lead
astray. These random conversations reduce the usefulness of chat archives. Another
reason is the lack of resources that contemporary chat programs offer for analyzing the
chat contributions. To make effective decisions users need to be aware of all the
important concepts that were presented in past discussions.

'http://www.techsoup.org
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Initial computer systems were designed with the concept that users would perform their
tasks in isolation 2 . The World Wide Web, through its ability to connect users around the
world resulted in technology such as mobile code (Java), virtual environments and
collaborative tools. These collaborative tools were divided into synchronous
communications including chat, audio/internet phone, video teleconferencing and
asynchronous communication such as e-mail and bulletin boards.

This thesis will look at a new way of moderating real-time (synchronous) chat
conversations with the goal of formulating decisions from the conversations. That is, to
use a chat program as a distance collaborative tool. In existing chat programs, a
moderator refers to a person or program whose function is to either ensure that certain
objectionable words do not appear in the conversation or to direct the flow of the
conversation by fielding questions and editing the response. In this thesis, the moderator
will be used in an attempt to present an alternative method of effectively archiving these
chat discussions, while simultaneously allowing for interactive use of these archived
discussions in ongoing chat sessions. At the same time, the moderator will try to not
control the flow of the conversation. The thesis will examine the features offered in
conventional and unconventional chat programs that are suited for distance collaboration;
problems associated with the use of chat programs for decision making, and offer
adjustments to these chat programs; and describe the implementation of a chat program
that will better archive chat conversations and aid in decision making during chat
sessions.
2

Abrams, Marc World Wide Web - Beyond the Basics Prentice Hall, 1998
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1.1 Motivation

Since joining the Future of Learning Group3, (FoL) at the MIT Media Laboratory I have
been exposed to various groups at the laboratory whose members are separated by
geographical distances but who also have available to them the most technologically
advanced tools to facilitate distance collaboration. Inspite of this ease of access to
available technology, only for a few meetings are expensive collaboration tools such as
video conferencing utilized. For most discussions, the telephone, e-mail and chat
programs are the selected medium. Technology that requires little overhead in setting up
appears to be the preferred choice for most distance communications.

Whenever communication between members is constrained by geographical distance,
time zones, available telecommunication technology and costs, many times, valuable
discussions are not recorded, resources are consumed repeating decisions made at prior
meetings and bringing members up to speed on what has occurred.

A system that allows for group discussions to be effectively archived, to update people
who are not present at the discussion, and to assist while not directing the decision
making process will be invaluable to groups such as those at the MIT Media Laboratory
and other groups that consist of a large community of users that are separated by
geographical distances.
3 http://leaming.media.mit.edu
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1.2 Organization of Thesis

The remainder of this thesis is organized into the following 5 chapters:

Chapter 2 outlines the problems with contemporary chat programs from a distance
collaborative view point, the problems that the Chat Decision Assistant (CDA) will
attempt to solve, an overview of how design of the CDA will solve those problems and
an example of a hypothetical use of the CDA.

Chapter 3 discusses related research in the fields of chat as a medium of communication
and systems for decision-making based upon synchronous non-collated communication.
It explains features of those projects that are appropriate for synchronous non-collated
communication and decision-making and what features could be added to improve the
decision-making of those projects. Chapter 3 also explains the difference between the
goals of the related research and the CDA.

Once the necessary background information and analysis of contemporary work is
presented, chapter 4 explains the general design issues behind the Chat Decision
Assistant. It also includes the descriptions of the system's main components, the protocol
for archiving the discussion and representing the necessary information. There is a
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manual on how to use the system, both from the viewpoint of the moderator and a regular
user and an explanation of the function of the key modules in the program.

Chapter 5 evaluates whether the system achieves the claims set forth in the opening
chapters of the thesis.

Finally, the thesis ends with Chapter 6, an analysis of future work that can improve the
decision making process of the Chat Decision Assistant and other concluding remarks
such as other directions the research could be used for but were not considered in this
thesis due to time constraints.

12

Chapter 2
"Making better informed decisions more efficiently"

Goals
Before describing the goals of the Chat Decision Assistant, CDA, this chapter will first
describe the problems associated with existing chat programs that this research attempts
to solve. It will then describe how the goals of the CDA help solve the stated chat
problems and finally, the chapter will conclude with an example scenario of use of the
system.

2.1 Problems with contemporary chat programs for Collaborative Decision Making.

There are several types of chat programs, each designed with a specific group of users.
As this thesis is geared towards using chat discussions, centered on a project, to formulate
decisions about that project, the features of chat that this thesis targets is a narrow set of
characteristics. This thesis is geared towards users who are members of a large
community who are separated by geographical distance, who are involved in a project,
who have frequent discussions about the project, and where not every member is present
for all the discussions. In this manner, the thesis tries to incorporate chat and distance
collaborative tools.

13

Chapter 1 mentioned issues that groups such as the members of the MIT Media
Laboratory faced in forming decisions. On a more general scale of users, problems
around decision making that are relevant to this thesis that the chat users who are targeted
by this thesis face include:
1.

remembering what was said in previous chat sessions and the general trend of the
conversations,

2. remembering the different ideas generated in a single session and the relationship
between each idea,
3. determining what contributions each user made to chat discussions,
4. determining the most effective means of bringing members up to speed on what
has been said in a chat discussion and
5. determining how to lead the chat discussions towards decision-making without
fundamentally altering the manner in which the discussions are carried out.

The above problems can be grouped into two categories: firstly, recalling what has being
said in past chat sessions and secondly using the chat contributions to make effective
decisions.

I will now look at how existing chat programs deal with user recollection, from the
viewpoint of a distance collaborative tool.

14

In most chat systems, the most common means of discovering what has been previously
discussed is to query the chat group or to listen silently on the chat contributions before
attempting to become integrated into the discussion. The first case allows the interrogator
to be updated with minimum work on his behalf while the discussion stagnates at the
expense of the rest of the community. The second scenario prevents the user from making
an immediate contribution to the discussion and does not guarantee that the user will be
aware of all the important issues that were brought up in past sessions. In many cases the
chat archives are never read as most chat archives present the discussion in a linear
manner based upon time. As most chat sessions are free flowing, there will be a lot of
useless communication surrounding the information that the user is interested in. For
most users, the effort required for this far outweighs the process of querying the
community or just listening in silently.

Currently, the most effective means of archiving chat discussions in a manner that
encourages users to read the archives are threaded formats with discussions archived
according to a common theme. However, applications that support this method of
archiving tend to have a 'threaded chat' front end. The user goes to a message posting
area of a web site and reads the messages of interest. If he wishes, the user can then post
a reply to one of the original postings or he can create a new topic and post to that.
Programs such as WebBoard that are based upon such threaded discussions are not true
synchronous chat applications.
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For the second main issue that this thesis addresses, making decisions from chat
discussions, existing chat applications that are truly realtime programs are not geared
towards decision-making. Realtime being the key word as there exist threaded web
messaging boards that solve problems ranging from technical service support for a
product or medical questions4 . The product that comes closest to decision making is
NetMeeting, a Microsoft product. The product is free with a Windows Operating system
and very easy to use. However, the decision-making results mainly from the audio, video
and other visual features (e.g. whiteboards) offered by NetMeeting. The chat application
is a very basic text based program. The archiving features are limited and while
NetMeeting is appropriate for non co-located, synchronous immediate decision-making,
its limited archiving capabilities prevents it from being an effective tool for prolonged
discussions geared towards decision making over a period of time.

The Chat Decision Assistant (CDA) is designed to solve the above problems. It utilizes
concept maps to encapsulate the key ideas from each chat session. Concept maps were
chosen as the medium for archiving the chat discussions as they allow the chat
discussions to be documented as themes rather than according to the time the ideas were
generated. So say there were six discussions about a project from which three key ideas
emerged, instead of having six objects, each one representing a chat session, there will be
three concept maps.

By providing a diagrammatic snapshot of the chat sessions, the CDA allows members
who were not present at the discussions to quickly understand what ideas were generated.
4 http://www.nursingnet.org/boards/jobsemt/
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The concept maps consists of nodes and connecting links. Each node contains a chat
contribution, the user who made the contribution and the time since the inception of the
chat that the contribution was made.

2.2 Why Concept Maps

Concept Maps are derived from semantic nets. The use of semantic nets in computer
science can be traced back to Ross Quillian's 1968 Ph.D. thesis 5 in which he defines a
semantic network as 'a graph structure in which nodes represent concepts, while the arcs
between these nodes represent relations among concepts'. Quillian's work centered on
how natural language is understood and how the meanings of words can be captured in a
machine. The semantic networks acted as a model of associative memory. Semantic
networks also represent the organization of one's ideas in a content domain6 .

However, Barr and Feigenbaum argued that in a semantic representation, there is no
formal semantics, no agreed upon notion of what a given structure means 7. The user is
forced to analyze the relationships between the nodes and to evaluate the links created.
This evaluation from one node to the next node is one reason why semantic networks

5 Quillian

M. Ross, "Semantic Memory," PhD thesis, Carnegie Institute of Technology, 1968.

Jonassen, D.H. (1996). Computers in the Classroom: Mindtoolsfor criticalthinking. Merrill, NJ:
Prentice-Hall.
7Barr, A. & Feigenbaum, E.A. (1981) The Handbook ofArtificial Intelligence, Vol 2. William Kaufamann.

6
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have commonly resulted in a linear structure. The linear structure comes from
considering the relationship between one node to the next node in a linear path.

While semantic networks are commonly referred to as a linear structure for representing
information, concept maps are often non linear. Concept maps allow users to explicitly
represent a number of concepts and their interrelationships. They include concepts,
usually enclosed in circles or rectangles and relationships between concepts or
propositions indicated by a connecting line (the arc) between two concepts (the node).
Concept maps are based upon the assimilation theory of meaningful learning in which
knowledge is characterized by a propositional network. This view has traditionally
resulted in concept maps representing the information in a hierarchical fashion with the
most inclusive, most general concepts at the top and the more specific, less general
concepts arranged hierarchically below. In their online paper, Zimmaro and Cawley
presented a concept map in which concepts are placed in clusters or network patterns in a
more horizontal, non-hierarchical structure. By allowing the information to be connected
in a non-linear fashion, (not a linear path, from one node directly to the next) concept
maps are typically represented as extending from the centre outward. Non-linearity
allows concepts to be connected in meaningful ways, while allowing multiple paths to a
single concept.

8 Zimmaro,

D.M., & Cawley, J.M. (1998). Concept map module. [Online]. Schreyer

Institute for Innovation in Learning, The Pennsylvania State University
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The non-linearity of the chat discussions and the multiple conversation threads that lead
to and away from a concept can be readily illustrated in a concept map. This makes
concept maps effective tools for organizing and displaying the information gathered from
the chat discussions

2.3 Objectives:
"Making better informed decisions more efficiently"

The above phrase at the start of the chapter best describes the goal of the Chat Decision
Assistant. With the aid of a moderator, it processes the ideas generated from the just
concluded chat discussion into a visual representation that is easily and quickly
understood by both people who were not present at the conversation and people who
participated in the conversation. Another goal is, while aiding in the decision-making, the
system should not dictate the manner in which the chat conversations are carried out.

A moderator is needed to pull the important concepts from the chat contributions. Given
the time and resources available for the thesis it was felt that having a moderator
highlight the chat contributions will result in a more far reaching thesis than spending
time trying to create a program that will use artificial intelligence to determine what
contributions contained a key idea and which key ideas are connected under a common
theme.
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Coterie, described in more detail in Chapter 3, is a program developed within the Media
Lab that takes chat archives and separates the entire chat session into separate, distinct
conversations where one conversation could be spliced between two other conversations.
A test result of the system's output and the results of 4 individuals who were given the
chat archives to parse showed that separating the chat session into separate discussions
results in roughly the same parsing for the 4 individuals and the program with the
individuals making more reasonable parsing. Thus having only one moderator in charge
of determining the threads a submission falls into will not significantly affect the chat
archived information that everyone else will view. The algorithm of Coterie is designed
to separate, distinct conversations while the CDA needs individual ideas that could
belong to more than one conversation. In addition, Coterie's processing was not always
consistent with humans. Consequently it was decided that it would be more efficient to
use a human moderator than to attempt to alter the Coterie algorithm.

Another goal of CDA is to create a system that is similar to conventional chat as possible.
The user interface will be primarily an area for entering and viewing text data. In order to
archive the discussions to form concept maps, the moderator will have additional addons. In most chat cases, ones effectiveness is measured by the speed with which one
types ('talks'). The faster one types, the more information (and noise) one is able to
contribute to the discussion. Thus, in order for the CDA system to be effective for
chatting, it must ensure that the new features it offers does not distract the users from
typing. The addition of the moderator aids the decision making process by 'eliminating'
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noise that fast type might have contributed to the discussion. The noise is eliminated in
the sense that it does not appear in the archives of the chat discussion.

2.4 Example of use of the Chat Decision Assistant

An ideal example of the Chat Decision Assistant will be as follows:

There is a group of people from various regions of the world chatting. The members of
this group are a subset of a larger community who are all working on a common project.
Everyone logs in around the same time. There is one moderator, who is pre-determined
and who will be present from the start to end of the conversation. The mechanics of
chatting will mostly be the same as in IRC (Internet Relay Chats) or web-based chat text
messaging. Add-ons to the conventional chat include the ability to correct ones spelling
mistakes, a central database that contains the archived discussions; the information within
the database is accessible to everyone; and the ability to use data from archived
discussions in current chats. During the chat discussion, participants can check to see if
other chat discussions are simultaneously occurring.

From a decision-making standpoint, at the end of each chat session, the moderator creates
(a) concept map(s) of the chat. These maps can either be new concept maps or additions
to existing concept maps. If an existing concept map is modified, the original version of it
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is also kept on the server. Thus over time one can use the concept maps to understand
how the concepts within chat conversations changed over time.

The concept maps can also be used synchronously with the chat conversations.
Participants can choose to view past concept maps, they can import text labels of
concepts from these maps into the chat conversations and link the text messages in the
chat conversations to saved concept maps so other members of the chat session can better
understand what participants are saying. Concept maps can also be linked. By clicking on
one node in the map, one can see the sub levels that are actually another concept map.

During the course of the discussion, the moderator tags comments by participants that he
deems useful. At the end of the discussion, the moderator returns to these tagged
discussions to create the concept maps. The concept maps are created based upon the
category the chat contribution falls into and the time from the start of the chat session that
the contribution was made.
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Chapter 3

Previous Research

"Describingthe Internet as the Network of Networks is like calling the
Space Shuttle a thing thatflies."
(John Lester)
Since the introduction of IRC in 1988, the world of chat has undergone many evolutions.
Programs that retain most of the features of the early 1990's chat are referred to as
conventional type chat while those programs that take advantage of new mediums of
communication and new ways of expressing oneself are referred to as unconventional
chat. A chat room is defined as being an area on the Internet where two or more people
can have a typed conversation in real time9 . In a chat room, the messages one types are
shown instantly to every other member of the room. Within a particular chat room, the
discussions are normally focused around a central theme. Just as the Internet has
advanced beyond simply being a network of network, the concept of chatting has
advanced beyond simply chat room channels.

3.1 Conventional Chat Programs

There are five (5) major conventional types of online chat:
1.

Internet Relay Chat (IRC): This was developed by Jarkko Oikarinen to replace
Talk. Users enter a specific channel in which a subject or theme is predominant.

9 http://netforbeginners.about.com/ibrary/glossary/bldef-chatroom.htm
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Each user runs a "client" program that connects to the IRC network via another
program (server). Servers exist to pass messages from user to user over the IRC
network.
2. Web based chat: normally, these are Java interface chat programs such as Lucid
Chat that run off a browser, preferably a Netscape browser. There even exist a
web based version of ICQ (ICQ2GO) and IRC (WWWIRC).
3. Chat Services exclusive to ISPs: Internet Service Providers e.g. AOL provide
chat rooms exclusively to subscribers of their service.
4. MUDs: Multiple User Dimension, Multiple User Dungeon, or Multiple User
Dialogues are used for real-time, role-playing games. One accesses these sites by
telnetting into a remote Internet site. Each user has an avatar that he can use to
walk around, chat with other characters, explore dangerous monster-infested
areas, solve puzzles, and even create your very own rooms, descriptions and
items.10
One interacts with other users in a virtual environment comprised of text or
graphical spaces.

E.g. of MUD games:

Maid Marian MMORPG 3D Avatar Chat
Window Mode (800x600 initial size)

Or
Maid Marian MMORPG 3D Avatar Chat
Full Screen Mode

10

http://www.mudconnect.com/mudfaq
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Recommended for systems with high-speed 3D graphics card. (ie.
NVidia GForce or ATI Radeon)

With increasing skills in graphical design, MUDs have evolved from the
esthetically plain but still very complex text world of dungeon and dragons to the
programs on the previous page that need graphical cards and use a lot of imagery
to convey the ideas of the chat.
5. Instant Messaging (IM): provide instant text messaging services. In its inception
in the early 1980's, IM allowed for real time, person to person communication
between users of bulletin boards and the system administrator. IM expanded its
client base in 1988 when AOL incorporated a basic form of the program in its
buddy list. This eventually evolved into AIM. The main difference between IM
and relay chat (IRC) is in the security. With IM one is generally in contact with
fewer people than say in IRC and one knows who is listening to the IM messages.
With IRC, one does not know everyone within the channel and there could be
unlisted users (nics) who could be eavesdropping on the conversation. Finally,
with IM one can choose not to respond to a message, while in IRC, one must
respond.

In addition to being conventional, the above five are chat programs that most people can
easily acquire and for which there exist a large, vibrant community of members and
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explicit online assistance. These programs spend a large amount of resources on devising
new means of communicating, to retain the large number of users and to support free
flowing conversations but do not much resources on analyzing the chat logs. Currently,
the best resource for analyzing the chat conversations is a program called mIRCStats"I
that describes itself as being, 'state of the art IRC channel statistics'. The program creates
an HTML page that contains miscellaneous information extracted from the log files. It
creates graphs of the number of users logged in, the number of messages sent over a
period of a day, week or month. It also illustrates the frequency that a word is mentioned
throughout a time period. Decision-making is not a primary goal or selling point in these
chat systems. This may be a conscious decision on the part of the developers of the
system as using the chat programs for productive meetings seems to be in conflict with a
program that allows friends to informally communicate with one another.

3.2 Unconventional Chat Programs

Below are new chat programs that have been developed within the past few years. These
programs have altered some characteristics of the above five conventional chat programs.
The main goal of these programs is to improve the social interactions within chat rooms.
Sub goals include assisting new comers to the chat session to quickly integrate
themselves into the current conversation without having to ask too many questions, to
avoid repetition in conversations, to allow for visual representation of private and public
conversations. Yet, not much emphasis is placed on what happens after the conversation
" http://www.nic.fi/-mauvine

l/mircstats
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or what are different and new ways of presenting the chat archive so participants can
quickly and easily understand what occurred in previous chats.

3.3 Coterie: A visualization of the Conversational Dynamics within IRC.

This program uses a word-based algorithm to analyze chat logs of one chat transcript to
determine when a conversation begins, ends or resumes. While it is usefully for
writing more effective chat transcripts, it still leaves all the participants with the
entire text to skim. The program was developed at the MIT Media Lab within the
Sociable Media Group, the same group that designed ChatCircles.

One difference between the Chat Decision Assistant (CDA) and Coterie is the CDA links
concepts and not chats. So it is not the case in the CDA that there is a mapping from a
chat session to a concept map, rather, it is the case that as an idea is discussed across
several chat sessions, the map associated with that concept is expanded. With Coterie the
continuance from one chat session to the next is limited.
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3.4 Conversation Trees and Threaded Chat

Threaded Chat was created to overcome problems in conventional text chatting such as:
1.

lack of links between people and what they say

2. participants not receiving a moment-by-moment information about the reaction of
those who are listening to them
3. the process of message production is separate from message delivery.

The main goals of Threaded Chat were not to aid in decision making or aid in the
analyzing of chat logs. The creators believed that by using real time threaded chat they
would overcome the social problems they perceived in contemporary chat programs. It
was a bonus that using synchronous threaded chat was also ideal for effectively archiving
the chat conversations.

In the paper, authored by the developers of Threaded Chat and delivered at the ACM
2000 Conference' 2 , it was revealed in the review of the performance of Threaded Chat
against regular text chat, Threaded Chat was rated worst that regular text chat in all of the
measures except one. While the idea of using threads to archive chat history is a powerful
concept, the problem lies in trying to get the user to continually select which conversation
he is replying to. Threaded Chat faces the problem that its unconventional front-end chat
interface is not user friendly and its powerful concept of threading the chat is not used in
analyzing the chat archives.

Threaded Chat [Proceeding of the ACM 2000 Conference on Computer supported cooperative work
December 2000]
12
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In Chat Decision Assistant, the users communicate as they do in regular text chat so they
are more likely to use CDA over Threaded Chat. Instead it is the moderator who
determines, independent of the other participants, the different ideas that form the threads
of the conversation. The moderator transforms the linear with time text conversation to a
concept map that illustrates the interlinking ideas of the conversation(s).

3.5 Aria: An Agent for Annotation and Retrieving Images

Aria, developed by Henry Lieberman in the Software Agents group of the MIT Media
Laboratory, matches words typed in an e-mail editor to images in an electronic library.
There is a ranking system between the words typed and the images. This ranking system
improves with increased use.

While not obviously associated with chat, mechanism of linking words to stored data can
be expanded, so say during the course of chatting the mention of a particular project will
result in all information associated with that project appearing on screen. This will assist
in decision making as well as refreshing the memory of the chat participants leading to
more effective chat contributions.
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3.6 Babble

Babble is a chat-like communication tool that allows its users to engage in synchronous
or asynchronous textual conversations, and provides visual feedback regarding who has
recently participated in a conversation.

Two features of Babble distinguish it from other chat systems. First, there is a graphical
representation, colored dots to represent the chat participants and larger circles envelop
the text that the participants contribute. The dots move around the screen to represent
which participant is speaking. Secondly, the chat conversations stay on the server
permanently. One does not need to have been a member of a chat session to read the
archives.

The background research on Babble does not identify how readily users adopted Babble
over traditional forms of chatting. As the program presents a new method of interacting
in a chat environment, it will be interesting to know if Babble overcame the useradoption problems that Threaded Chat encountered. A key difference between Babble
and CDA is the archiving of the chat discussions. Babble leaves the contributions on the
server in a manner similar to most chat logs where the archives are ordered according to
time.
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3.7 Overall Thoughts

There has been a lot of work on chat programs and their spin-offs. Just as e-mail has
replaced letters in the work place, so to will chat have an impact in the workplace. Most
of the new research has been geared to new methods of communicating beyond the text
messaging approach. Not many new programs have been able to overcome users
resistance to adopt a technology that fundamentally alters the way chat communication
occurs. One successful approach has been to use graphics to incorporate ideas and convey
emotions that would have been difficult to express with only words.

While there is significant work in the front end of chat programs, not much resources has
been devoted to analyzing the chat logs. One reason is that there is no demand for it.
Some view chat as a 'virtual conversation'. When they log off the conversation ends as in
real life. If a program were to be used to analyze who said which ideas and how
frequently someone contributed, it might be analogous to taping an oral conversation and
then analyzing that communication.

Another reason for the lack of research is the characteristic of the users. The work
community has not adopted chat as a tool for group meetings and thus there is no
incentive to create chat programs that support group meetings.
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Chapter 4

Implementation
The Chat Decision Assistant (CDA) is a client-server graphical user interface system.
There is a client application that each chat user uses to communicate with one another.
There is a server application that handles the requests of the client over the network using
TCP protocols. Conversation contributions that the moderator deems important are
transferred to the concept map and saved onto a mySQL database.

4.1 Chat Decision Assistant System

The display for the chat conversation consists of a frame with 4 main components. The
design was intended to be similar to most conventional chat systems. After reading
reports by Marc Smith, a co-developer of threaded chat and based on the suggestions of
Fernanda Viegas, co-designer of Chat Circles, it was determined that if the primary goal
of CDA was to improve the decision making process from archived chat conversations
then that goal will be best achieved by having as best as possible a conventional front end
chat interface with the decision making process occurring in the background.

A conventional text based messaging front end is a feature that all chat users are
comfortable with and thus users will be more willing to use the CDA system. This
overcomes one of the reasons why Threaded Chat was not a commercial success; its
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unique front-end method of chatting discouraged experienced chat users from adopting
the technology. To aid in decision-making, the chat logs will have to be processed to
extract useful information for the members of the chat community. This data processing
will have to be run in the background so as to not interfere with the ongoing chat
conversations. That is, the data that will be archived and processed will be guided by the
chat conversations that are occurring. At the same time the system will try to ensure that
the chat conversations are not determined by the data processing that is occurring.

4.2 Front End

The four components of the CDA are:
1.

The text entry box (bottom portion of the GUI)

2. The window that displays the text entries from the participants (the left GUI section)
3. A display of all the users currently online (the right section of the GUI)
4. A menu bar.

0i
Chat illich:n

Figure 1: Chat Decision Assistant GUI

Fie Save Text As ... bnset ext View
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4.3

How to Use the System

System users are divided into two categories: moderator and regular users. Each chat
conversation has a moderator who is selected before the chat conversation begins. The
moderator needs to be present from the start to the end of the chat conversations. During
the course of the chat session the moderator selects portions of the conversation that he
regards as being relevant to the actual discussion. To aid the moderator a color-coding
format is utilized:

Type

Color

Brainstorming

Blue

Problem Identification

Red

Event Discussion

Green

Items to be assigned

Pink

Other

Grey

Tags

Magenta

Table 1: Color assignment for Types

The types that the conversation can be divided into were based upon the suggestions of
the other graduate students in the MIT Media Laboratory, FoL group. Tags are sections
of the chat conversation that the moderator will like to either direct the conversation back
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to, or portions of the conversation that are links between chat themes. The moderator is
not limited to save a chat submission as simply one of predefined set; he has the option of
saving the submission as a new type. The moderator has the option of saving the concepts
from the chat discussion to either a previously existing concept map or a new concept
map. The tools to perform these actions are available to the moderator at his menu bar.

4.4 Database

Each selected text that is highlighted by the moderator and its associated data is stored in
a mySQL database. Associated data refers to the person that submitted that text
(submitter), the time since the chat discussion was started that the text was submitted
(time elapsed), the context of the text (i.e. whether the moderator believes the text is of
type brainstorming or a tag etc.).

The database contains 7 tables:

1. Chat Main: contains the title of the concept map and the date each of the concept maps
was created.

2. Chat Log: a log of all the conversation types that the moderator has selected.

3. Discussion: This contains all the text that the moderator has selected, the time the text
was submitted, the type of the text and the person who submitted the text.
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4. Discussion Temporary: This contains similar information as (3), but for a specific chat
discussion. It is the data from this table that is used to make the concept maps. After the
concept maps are created, this table is cleared.

5. Insert Chat: Used to enter labels from the concept map to the chat discussion and to
link concept maps.
6. Other type: used for keeping track of new types that the moderator chooses to save a
conversation.

7. Server Port: contains the port that each server connects to.

The criteria for selecting the database were as follows: the database needed to interact
easily with Java code, it needed to be free, to be able to store a relatively large amount of
data, to have an existing online infrastructure of support that was free and easily
accessible, to have been tested and proven to be robust an secure by others and relatively
easy to install on both a Windows and Unix platform.
For these reasons mySQL was selected as the database. In addition to being free, easy to
install and having an active support community, mySqi can be used on multiple CPU's,
and can work on many different platforms including C, C++, Java, Perl, PHP, Phython.
The password system is flexible and secure. It allows host-based verification, and
passwords are encrypted one connects to a server. It has an ODBC (Open Database
Connectivity) and has been proven to handle large databases. There have been
documented cases of mySQL databases with 60 000 tables and 5 000 million rows.
MySQL was tested by a commercial memory leakage detector and revealed no memory
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leaks. Finally, Clients may connect to mySQL servers using TCP/IP sockets, Unix
sockets and Named Pipes.

Using a mySQL database offers the CDA system greater flexibility in terms of scaling.

4.5 How CDA works

CDA uses TCP/IP sockets to communicate. The main chat system consists of three
classes:

ChatServer, ChatHandler and ChatClient.

Instances of ChatServer and

ChatRun (this calls ChatClient) are created from command line executions. The
ChatServer class is responsible for accepting connections from clients and providing
each client with a dedicated thread for messaging. The ChatHandler is an extension of
the Java Class

Thread.

This class is responsible for receiving client messages and

broadcasting those messages to other clients.

Running the Chat Client takes either a single command-line parameter -- the server name,
or a two command line parameter - the server name and the word 'moderator'. From this,
the system looks up the port number that is associated with the server for listening. It
makes a socket connection and then opens the frame with the four components. After the
user types text into the input region and hits Return, the text is transmitted to the server.
The server echoes back to every client that is listening on the server port everything that
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was sent by the client. The client displays everything received from the server in the
output region.

4.6 Moderator's viewpoint
The moderator is presented with more menu options than a regular user. It is only the
moderator who has the ability to create the concept maps. Having each user create a
concept map while simultaneously trying to chat would reduce the effectiveness of a free
flowing chat conversation. Additionally, Coterie (Chapter 3, pp ..) demonstrated that
when given the same chat logs, humans have differing views on what idea or
conversation theme a given contribution belongs to. Thus, if each user was allowed the
opportunity to create his own concept map, then for someone who was not present at the
conversation and wanted to know what ideas were generated, that person would have to
look through all the concepts maps and form his own opinion. This is no better than
having the user go through the actual chat logs. While at the end of a chat session, only
the moderator will have created the concept map(s), each user after the end of the session
can use the moderator's map to create his own. The difference being that only the link
(title, date created) to the moderator's one is kept on the mySQL database. The actual
concept maps (those created by the moderator and those created by other chat
participants) are also kept on the server. This adds to the scalability of the CDA system
by allowing for the option of having multiple concept maps accessible to everyone if the
'moderator solely generated option' is not a viable characteristic.
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While the moderator is given the responsibility of decided how the chat contributions are
connected to form concepts, he is also disadvantaged as his additional responsibilities
reduce the time he has for chatting. So the choice of who is the moderator for a given
chat session needs to take into account which of the participants is most familiar with the
issues being discussed, who can process information quickly and who can type quickly.

As chatting progresses, it is the moderator who selects portions of text from the chat that
he views as relevant. Selecting entails highlighting the relevant section and then choosing
from the Save Text As ... menu option the appropriate type to save the text as. The
moderator has a list he can save the text as or he can create a new type and color for the
text.

After the selection occurs, the selected text changes color to signify that it was selected.
The color it becomes depends on the type the text was saved as. The color encoding
provides an effective means of informing the moderator what has been archived without
having him to go through a lot of operations and presenting the information in an easily
understandable format.

Saving a text as a particular type results in that text and its associated information being
stored in the database. This is the only additional task that the moderator has to perform
while the chat discussion is in progress. At the end of the discussion, the moderator has
the option of saving the selected text as an existing concept map or a new one.
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Figure 2: Example of a concept map created from a chat session.
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4.7 Regular user's viewpoint
The following features are accessible to everyone who is currently engaged in a chat
conversation. Any user can select to look at a saved concept map. Within that concept
map, a user can select a label for a node or a tag and insert that label into the chat
discussion.
Another user can select the inserted text to view the concept map. Each user has to ability
to correct his spelling mistakes. The user highlights the text he wants to replace and
chooses the replace text option. The system checks the highlighted text and the
participant that highlighted the text against the list of text and the contributing
participants in the database. If there is a joint match the text is replaced.
Each participant can also check to see if a simultaneous chat discussion is also occurring.
This is done by creating a ChatClient instance that attempts to connect to the other
server/port connections stored in the database. Because of the TCP/IP protocol for the
CMA, the system cannot support having to continually listen on other ports for messages.

chat illich:7ooo
FMe SaveText As ... Inset Text View

Welcome to the Chat
ILLIC
So is everyone here?
ILLIC
Looks as though it is just myself

ILLIC

Please wait while system checks if any other chat sessions are open.

Figure 3: Checking to see if another chat session is in progress.
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WARNING: Chat hosted on tortue is currently not running

I!

Figure 4: Message if another chat session is not in progress.

4.8 Concept Maps

The underlying program, used in the creation and display of the concept maps is a
jKSImapper. jKSlmapper is a client/server graphical implemented using the Java
Programming Language. The application was developed by Roberto A. Flores-Mendez
as part of his Masters of Science June 1997 Thesis within the Department of Computer
Science, University of Calgary.

jKSImapper is modeled after KSIMapper, a C++ based program that allowed a single
user to create and manipulate concept maps. The features of jKSImapper that make it a
suitable add on to the Chat Decision Assistant includes: it is a Java based program, so
can be used on all platforms where a Java interpreter is implemented, a multiple user
interface can be added to the system, the program can be imported into a browser using
an applet, jKSImapplet and it is open source.
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4.9 Windows Manager/Menu Bar Options
The Chat GUI has four (4) pull down menu options:

File, Save Text As ... , Insert Text, and View.

File

Chat illich:7000J
Save Text As

...

Inset Text View

Open
View Chat istory
Save As
Close

Figure 5: File Options
Allows for the opening of previous stored concept maps. Only the moderator has the submenu option of saving the chat discussion as a concept map.

FrayiLjcr

Figure 6: List of Chat History
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Save Text As ....

Brainstorm
Problem Identification
ITEMs TBD
Tag
Other

Figure 7: Options to save Text As.

Only the Moderator's chat GUI has this option. It is from this pull down menu that the
moderator is able to highlight the chat submissions.

Insert Text

Allows for the insertion of concept map labels to be inserted as text in the chat GUI text
display window. The Replace option under this menu allows for words to be replaced.
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View

Shows the concept map that has been linked in the text display region of the chat GUI.

Figure 8: View Options
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Figure 10: Checking for other Chat Sessions
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4.10 Concept Map Menu

Link

Allows for the insertion of concept map labels to be inserted as text in the chat GUI text
display window. The Replace option under this menu allows for words to be replaced.

4.11 Implementation Details
The code for the Chat Decision Assistant was written in Java for similar reasons as why
the mySQL database was selected. The implementation was divided into three parts:

1. The Front End GUI
2. The Back-end data processing
3. The Concept Map interaction
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4.11.1 Front End GUI

The GUI represents a typical interface a text based chat user might encounter. The front
end section can be viewed as an actual text based chat system. It is composed of two
main subsections:

1.

The Client Class

In terms of regular chatting, it also creates instances that act upon echoes from the server.
The Client Class consists of ChatRun, ChatClient and ChatHandler.

2. The Server Class

Handles the requests of all the clients that connect to it. It receives broadcasts from each
client and echoes the broadcast to a given port on all the client machine

4.11.2 Back End Data Processing

There is overlapping between this section and the Front End GUI in that action events
that occur in the GUI pass control onto the back end data processing classes. The
ChatClient class uses a menu-event handler to determine which class control is passed
onto. This class (ChatClient) calls Java instances based upon the action events of the
menu option selected by the moderator in the Chat Window Manager.

The data processing includes the creation of an analysis window, the storing of selected
text, the editing of chat contributions and the checking for other concurrent chat sessions.
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2. Analysis Windows

There are two methods used to analyze past chat discussions. One looks at the chat log as
a function of time and user contribution, the other as a function of the type of the
contribution and the time the contribution was made.
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Figure 11: Analysis Menu
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2.1 TimeLine Window

Displays a timeline graph that shows the type of contribution that each participant made
to the discussion. It uses to color coded format to display the information in an easily
understandable format. The color format is the same as the one used in the concept
windows and in the highlighting of the chat text. Each participant that made a
contribution has a timeline in the window.

2.2 Type Window

For each type of conversation it shows when such a type appeared in the conversation
and the participant who made that contribution. The color system here is more of an
offsetting format where it is used to separate one entry from the other. No new
information is added through the use of color here.

These windows allow chat participants and users who were not present during the
conversation to determine who spoke the most and who contributed the most ideas of a
particular type. This provides two ways of determining who owns the conversation or a
particular section of the conversation type so they can know whom to best contact for
more information.
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4.11.3 Concept Map

Concept Map Window

This controls the appearance of the concept windows, the opening of new concept maps,
the linking of concept maps and the saving of altered concept maps.

1. Label Edit Dialog

Manipulates the labels on the concept maps with the text that appears in the chat window.
Places the highlighted chat segments selected by the moderator as labels in the concept
maps and imports labels from the concept maps into the chat conversations.
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Chapter 5

Evaluation of Implementation and Effectiveness

This chapter describes the evaluation of the actual Chat Decision Assistant program that
was developed for making decisions based upon chat discussions. The problems that
were discussed in Chapter 2 are used as a benchmark to determine the effectiveness of
the Chat Decision Assistant.

The key goals of the system were to:
1.

create a method of archiving the chat discussions that will encourage members of
the community to refer to the archives,

2. the archiving must not be static, in that users can use the archives in
communication,
3. the system must aid in decision making with out directing the discussions
4. the system must not hamper the free flowing conversation normally associated
with chat programs.

5.1 The Front End System

Except for the moderator's viewpoint, for the rest of the users the front-end system is
mostly similar to text based chatting. The constant needing to have to click to highlight
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the text that the user wishes to perform some action upon does reduce the time that users
have available for chatting. This makes the option to correct spelling less appealing than
simply retyping the word if the user is a fast typist or if the chat channel is receiving a lot
of messages very quickly. The ability to correct spelling will be useful to the moderator
when he imports the selected chat contributions to form concept maps.

5.2 The Data Processing

The computerized system performs the tasks of taking the highlighted text from the
concluded chat session and converting it into a basic concept map where the vertical axis
is time dependent and the horizontal axis depends on the type of the contribution. Most
of the analysis work is not computerized as it is rather performed by the moderator (a
human). It is the human who decides what contributions are worthy concepts and who
determines the category that the contribution falls under. It is also the moderator who
modifies the computer generated concept map to form the interlinking version that the
rest of the community views.

As the data processing (highlighting text, modifying contributions, selecting types and
tags) is not visible to most users (except for the moderator), the data processing in the
Chat Decision Assistant (CDA) does not affect the chat conversations. Most of the data
processing; joint searches on mySQL databases, interfacing with the jkSIMapper is done
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after the chat session has been terminated so the computer resources that the processing
takes will not affect the chat discussions.

5.3 The Concept Maps

The system is designed to have the concept maps intertwined with future discussions.
When a user links a concept map to a discussion, it forces the rest of users to look at that
map to understand what was said. In one way this does direct the flow of the conversation
in that users take time to look at the map and understand what ideas the map portrays.
The users are then more likely to use other ideas from the map in future chat
conversations. From the other side of the coin, having all the users look at the concept
map jolts their memory of past ideas and allows them to arrive at better decisions.
Looking at the issues generated from past discussions also keeps the decision making
process on track. Users remember what was said in the past, what are new decisions that
need to be made and who was assigned what tasks.

The structure of the concept maps is geared towards assisting the decision making
process. The types (nodes and links) of the concept maps are the general categories that
decision making falls under.
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5.4 The Analysis Windows

There are two analysis windows: the TimeLine window and the Type window. The first
shows the type of contribution each user made to a particular chat session; the latter
shows whether the chat conversation was more about idea generation or analysis of past
projects. The first window is useful for determining who has ownership of chat
conversation. One disadvantage of the current system design is that to access the
information the user must be logged in to a chat conversation.

This limits the time one can analyze the past discussions. It will be more efficient to have
the archive concept maps stored on the web on a common site that is easily accessible to
everyone.

5.5 Overall Analysis

The main difference between this chat program and other programs is the emphasis of
this program on decision-making. Other differences include, the program is designed for
a more restrictive set of users, those who have a common goal and want to use the chat
program to work towards achieving that goal. The objective of not impeding the free
flowing conversations is hindered by the need to provide a system geared towards
decision making. The reasoning behind not impeding the conversation flow is to ensure
that the system does not discourage chatters from using it. Given the users whom the
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system is designed for place a higher priority on arriving at more effective decisions, the
trade-offs in the system design are reasonable.

The moderator is the most affected user of the system. He is less likely than other users
from being able to contribute to the conversations, as he constantly needs to be aware of
every context that a submission can belong to, and he has the task of selecting the text.
The system has no safeguard that prevents the moderator from inserting ideas that were
not mentioned in the conversation. However, nodes or links that the moderator creates are
different from the ones that originate from the chat discussions in that it does not have the
accompanying time stamp. Also, entries that the moderator creates are not linked to the
chat database tables, instead they are only stored on the tables associated with the concept
map. These entries will not appear in the analysis windows (TimeLine or type window).

Overall, the system achieves at some level the goals set out. Some of the goals, free
flowing conversation and conversation geared towards decision-making were
implemented in a manner that caused the goals to be conflicting. The next chapter,
Chapter 6: Future Work, discusses improvements to the system that will result in a better
evaluated program.
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Chapter 6

Future Directions of Research

With a global village that is increasingly becoming smaller, there are several ways that
the work of this thesis can be expanded. In terms of short-term goals, instead of having
the system be run as an application, it could be embedded in a Web page for future
development. This could allow the system to be combined with other web based
collaborative tools. For example, the system could be combined with existing
collaboration based web sites such as the Media Lab Ireland video and messaging board
collaboration site designed by Deirdre Butler and Jamie Rasmussen. This will also assist
in the addition of asynchronous elements to the synchronous chat. As mentioned in
Chapter 5, instead of the current situation where it is only during an existing chat that
someone has access to the concept maps of previous chats, it will be more effective if
users could log on to a web page to view previous concept maps.

In order to be a true collaborative tool, CDA will need to allow users to interact with
other internet based collaborative tools such video conferencing and electronic
whiteboards. CDA could have a pop up frame that allows for the attachment of
images/drawings. This new window will have a MouseListener class associated with it to
incorporate inputs from the mouse for image drawings. This could also be expanded to
changing the protocol of the frame to move from a text window to one that allows for
URL links to be displayed. The add-on tools could also include an offline 'post-it' option.
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Before the start of a chat session, each user can compile a list of topics he will like
discussed.

Currently, every new option from the Menu bar results in the CDA popping up a new
window. It will be more user efficient if instead of having multiple screens, to have one
frame with multiple windows. Also the viewing of sub levels in concept maps can be
altered so instead of having a new concept map window appear when a linked node is
clicked, the current concept map window should expand to show the sub-details. Clicking
on the linked node will result in the sub-details disappearing.

Long term goals include making the CDA system compatible with commercial
collaborative tools such as NetMeeting. The system should include forums, mailing list
archives, a knowledge repository of works in progress, group meetings, records of
previous documents, audio and visual media that supports live video conferencing web
channel feeds and being able to archive such discussions.
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